Rivermont Collegiate’s mission is to empower academically driven students
by cultivating their intellect, character, and creativity.

RE: COVID Parent Update 1-10-2

January 10, 202
Dear Rivermont Families
I'm writing with an update on last week's COVID communication. As
previously communicated, the test-to-stay plan was to test everyone upon
return and then continue testing only those with symptoms to determine
whether they may remain at school. Our staff will do all symptomatic
student testing in consultation with their parents. Test-to-stay does not allow
signi cantly ill people to stay in class, and sick people should not come to
school. Mrs. Rice, Mrs. Paget, and Mrs. Roach will continue morning
temperature checks and screenings as needed. Please rest assured that we
will send students home if warranted.
The emergence of the Omicron variant marks another important milestone in
this pandemic. Experts think it marks a shift toward a disease that will be
much less disruptive, at least after this initial spike. There is a silver lining
behind all the scary headlines: While Omicron is signi cantly more
contagious, it also results in much less severe illness (for all but the elderly
with signi cant co-morbidities). The vast majority of positive covid cases
we identi ed have been asymptomatic!
The CDC's confusing guidance and lack of suf cient clari cation for
schools have received signi cant coverage lately. In addition to the CDC
and the WHO, The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia has published
guidance based on the newest Omicron data that is much more helpful.
Nevertheless, we can boil it all down into a user-friendly form: If someone
is sick, they should stay home. If someone has symptoms and tests positive
for COVID, they should stay home for a minimum of 5 days and then return
to school when they are fever-free (without fever-reducing medications) for
24 hours. For those asymptomatic COVID cases, people may return to
school after ve-day isolation, with heightened safety measures (i.e., mask
and watch for the return of high-risk symptoms) for another ve days. Since
we're already masking and have many safety measures in place, that's easy!
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In my December email, I brought attention to a key development in the
pandemic: Those who wish to be vaccinated have had a chance to do so. We
should be dancing in the streets because we've hit that milestone.
Additionally, our student and faculty/staff vaccination rates are both around
85% — yet another reason to celebrate. The exception is for those under ve
years old because the vaccine isn't approved for them yet. Thankfully, the
early school classrooms operate in their own bubble anyways, as required by
DHS.

Rivermont Collegiate’s mission is to empower academically driven students
by cultivating their intellect, character, and creativity.

As anticipated, we see a spike in infections due to the Omicron variant's
higher transmission rate. Currently, about ten students are absent for
COVID-related reasons, which is an all-time high. Our mitigations efforts
have been outstanding and kept COVID from halting operations for nearly
two years. Nevertheless, COVID is evolving into its less-potent but more
endemic form.
Our team has worked tirelessly to make the best-informed decisions possible
over the last two years, knowing that resources are nite and no solution is
perfect. Along the way and moving forward, Rivermont's actions need to
take many factors into account. To name a few
•
the physical safety of our students, faculty, and staff
•
the social/emotional health and development of our student
•
the continuing education of our student
•
the importance of staying open so that parents can work (or just get a
mental break from their kids
•
the obligation to act cautiously for societal bene t during the vaccine
rollout
•
the responsibility as an organization to assist in reducing the
caseload on local healthcare system
The past two years have presented tremendous challenges and learning
opportunities. Our considerations and priorities have shifted along the way
and will continue to do so. If we've learned anything, it's what we know (and
do) today might change tomorrow.
Thank you for all you have done and endured for Rivermont's students.
Thank you also for your support. As things progress, and for better or worse,
I will continue to keep you updated
Sincerely
Ma
C. Max Roac
Headmaste

1821 Sunset Drive
Bettendorf, IA 52722
563-359-1366
Fax: 563-359-7576
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